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Horsemanship

JANE THOMPSON

meets Queenstown couple Andrew
Froggatt and Sam Glazebrook, whose busine�s
Lead the Way utilises horses to help teach troubled
teenagers and corporate leaders alike

Together the couple have built their
e often like to think
business, Lead the Way, into one that has
that we can teach
horses right in its centre. Their methods
horses a bit. And
can be used on any horse, anywhere,
maybe we can.
although any opportunity to visit their
Although perhaps we
base just out of Queenstown shouldn't be
need to pause for a moment and reflect
on how much horses can teach us.
turned down.
Andrew and Sam use horses to teach
Andrew Froggatt has chosen to be
people about leadership, coaching and
involved with horses since he was a very
young boy. He can teach horses how to
management, and to teach troubled teens
overcome their fear of getting on a float,
to develop empathy and understand the
he can teach horses how they can enjoy
consequences of their behaviour. They
being ridden. He's sorted out some ratbag
have worked with high flying executives,
horses, he's broken
and top sports
coaches, including
in countless horses,.
he's got a reputation
All Black Coach
for understanding
Steve
Hansen and
,, When s01neone
horses and has often
ESNZ's High
is one-to-one with
been the last resort
Performance Coach,
for troubled horses.
Erik Duvander.
a horse, there is
And now he is
"When someone
turning the picture
is one-to-one with
nowhere lo hide.''
around and using
a horse, there is
horses to teach
nowhere to hide;'
people. He has less
says Andrew. "The
focus on troubled horses and more on
horse acts as an emotional mirror, giving
horses helping him with troubled youth,
honest and immediate feedback on how
people are communicating, how their
and it is working.
His partner Samantha Glazebrook has
leadership style is being received, and
also had a lifelong involvement with
how they go about building
horses and the mother-of-three has a very
relationships:'
gentle way with her as well. Not only is she
Andrew first got involved in utilising
a great cook and organiser, she also has a
the wisdom of horses in this way when he
flair for turning a house into a welcoming
was based in Wellington. He worked with
and comfortable home. Their Central
a group of young men from a detention
Otago base is an oasis of tranquillity with
centre, using horses. One autistic boy
the most spectacular views.
hadn't spoken for years, but after the
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